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After talking to some people lately, I can see no difference of note in these wolves
have heard about a few misconceptions as compared to wolves in the wild or at othabout wolf and hybrid breeding and inher- er wolf facilities. In fact, resident behavior
specialist Monty Sloan says our wolves—the
itance.
One of these misconceptions is that, ones sired by our current alpha male Chionce a line or family of wolves has been in nook—are “graduate level wolves.” That is,
captivity for several or more generations, it they are very intense.
There are, however, exceptions to this.
(or they) become naturally more tame or
“domestic,” without the benefit of selective Two examples we’ve seen are from Bear
breeding for this trait. This is not necessarily Country, a drive-through wildlife park in
South Dakota, and wolves descended from
true.
There are many lines of wolves in many animals at Gabe Davidson’s fur farm in Mindifferent facilities around the country. Some nesota. Neither of these places purposely
lines have been in captivity for thirty or forty bred for specific temperament or traits, but
it seems that the more high
years or more. The behavior exstrung wolves, those less
hibited by these wolves is no
different from a wild wolf just
Some [wolf] lines have adapted to being able to
cope with the specific life
taken into captivity. A few exambeen in captivity for
provided at these facilities
ples of these are the wolves at
thirty or forty years or in captivity , didn’t live as
the Brookfield Zoo, the ones
more. The behavior exlong or reproduce.
which were at the Philadelphia
hibited by these wolves
At Bear Country, the
Zoo, and the wolves at Wolf Park
40-acre drive through en(some of which descended from
is no different from a
closure in which the
wolves at the first two facilities).
wild wolf just taken
These wolves are still WOLVES.
into captivity…. These wolves live, has over 100
black bears in it. As you
Their behavior has not been alwolves are still
may guess, between the
tered by generations of captivity.
WOLVES. Their bebears and the cars, this is
They have not been selectively
havior has not been
more stressful for some
bred for temperament. The
Brookfield wolves are not handaltered by generations wolves than for others. In
raised nor are breedings arof captivity. They have the past, some wolves have
escaped and the seemingly
ranged by humans. Although the
not been selectively
rapid turn-over of animals
wolves at Wolf Park are handbred for temperament.
at this facility suggests that
raised, breedings are also not
animals that could not
arranged. Our main pack has
adapt to such a life did not
been in existence for twenty
years. The behavior exhibited by these ani- stay there very long.
The wolves at Gabe Davidson’s are
mals is still wolf behavior and can be quite
mainly raised for their pelts in tiny little
intense.
Because we are a research facility inter- pens barely large enough to move around in.
ested in studying wolf behavior, we don’t set The breeding animals are kept in small dogup or prevent breedings in our research kennel type runs. I doubt animals that are
pack. We simply observe and take notes! around long enough to reproduce. Although
After visiting many different lines around it may not be a conscious decision, wolves
the country and having the Park visited by bred at these facilities are selectively bred
(Continued on page 8)
other wolf researchers comparing notes, we
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Florida Lupine Association

We would like to hear from our members! What would
you like to learn more about? Do you have an animal
with a specific medical condition and want to learn
more about it? Do you have a doggy recipe you would
like to share? Do you have specific questions you
would like us to answer or investigate? We will try to
address your questions or concerns.

A Federal Non-Profit Organization
EIN: 59-3586075
Dedicated to Being Florida’s
Responsible Voice for Wolfdogs

Letters, Advertisements & Pictures
should be sent to
Kim Miles, Editor
9525 Jamaica Drive
Cutler Bay, FL 33189
E-Mail: editor@floridalupine.org
All submissions will become property of
Florida Lupine unless accompanied by a SASE.

Dues, Donations, & Questions
about FLA should be sent to
Florida Lupine Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 142
Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
E-Mail: info@floridalupine.org
If sending snail mail,
please allow 2-3 weeks for a reply.

All original art, photos, drawings, articles and other material
within this newsletter are Copyright © and are the property of
FLA, Inc., except where otherwise indicated and credited.

ADVERTISEMENT INFORMATION
1/8 Page: $5.00
1/2 Page: $20.00

1/4 Page: $10.00
Full Page: $50.00

No Breeder Advertisements Allowed;
Kennels May be Advertised
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FLA Acknowledgements
Special thanks to those who provided donations or
contributed their services to FLA this quarter:
●
●
●
●
●
●

To Wolf Park (and Jill Moore and Monty Sloan) for
allowing us to run their article “On Selection, Traits,
and Inheritance.”
To Vicki for her photos, which are included in the
various articles.
To John Woestendiek and ohmidog! for their article
clarifying the rumors about the “tacks in cheese at dog
parks” situation.
To Andrea Bannon for her detailed FLA Annual
Income Statement (June 2010 – July 2011).
To the directors and members for helping to suggest
or find articles for the Florida Lupine News.
To Sharon McCarthy for her interest in being a board
member; we understand your inability to continue, but
we will miss you and hope that you and Tom do well!

Florida Lupine Association
Directors & Officers
Jody Haynes, President
Kim Miles, Vice President & Editor
Andrea Bannon, Treasurer
Pam Thompson, Secretary

(All submissions will become property of
FLA unless accompanied by a SASE)

Deadlines for Submission:
Spring NL: March 15
Summer NL: June 15

Fall NL: Sept. 15
Winter NL: Dec. 15

Letters, ads, and articles may not reflect the views of FLA.
We welcome all comments, ads, and articles but require that
they are signed and include a phone number and address. FLA
and the Editor reserve the right to edit any material submitted
for publication in the Florida Lupine News Newsletter.
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From the Desk of the President
By Jody Haynes
The first thing I would like to do in this column is thank
Sharon McCarthy for her long-term support of FLA as a
member and, more recently, for her willingness to serve on
the FLA Board of Directors. Unfortunately, unforeseen
issues have arisen that have prevented Sharon from serving
out her term as an FLA director. We hope to continue seeing
her at the rendezvous and enjoying her support as an FLA
member.
The next issue I would like to address is the shocking
prevalence of misinformation being generated and
propagated by certain individuals and factions within the
wolfdog community. As an educational organization, FLA is
dedicated to providing factual information about lupinetype canines. As such, we will be running a series of articles
in the newsletter focused on countering this misinformation
and propaganda by providing accurate information based
on published scientific findings along with views and
perspectives of internationally renowned experts in the

field of wolf and dog research. The first such article is
printed here in this issue, entitled “On Selection, Traits and
Inheritance.” The FLA board would like to thank the
administration of Wolf Park for permission to reprint this
article in the Florida Lupine News.
As a final note, it is important to remember that all FLA
memberships are now based on FLA’s fiscal year, which
means that memberships now begin on 1 July and end on
30 June the following year. Members who joined or
renewed prior to 1 January 2011 have received notices
indicating that their memberships expired on 30 June 2011
and that they need to renew for the 2011-12 fiscal year. I
sincerely hope this does not cause any confusion or undue
hardship, and I would like to personally thank you all for
your understanding and continued support of FLA.
As always, please feel free to contact me at
president@floridalupine.org with any questions, concerns,
or ideas for improving the organization.

From the Desk of the Treasurer
By Andrea Bannon
With new board members in place,
we have once again decided to switch to
a single annual dues date (July 1) because it is easier to align the membership
to a single date—both for the directors
and the members. Not only can we send
out all renewal notices at the same time
every year, but the members have an
easier time remembering when their
membership fees are due. As has always
been the case, our fiscal year runs from
July 1 to June 30.
July 1, 2012, is the next membership
due date for current members and for
those members who join between now
and March 2012. New members joining
before April 1, 2012, will be backdated
to July 1, 2011, and will be sent the back
issues of the newsletters (Summer, Fall
and/or Winter); those joining in the
fourth quarter of our fiscal year (i.e.,
after March 31, 2012) will be rolled forward, with their memberships beginning
on July 1, 2012.
The fall newsletter is traditionally
the time for the treasurer to provide the
annual FLA financial report, and this
year is no exception. Below is FLA’s
Annual Income Statement (July 1, 2010June 30, 2011):

As you can see, for the fiscal year
we
spent
$175.60 more than we took in.
Auction Proceeds
$503.00 (17.6%)
From a financial standpoint, FLA is not
Disaster Funds
$20.00
(0.7%)
Contributions
$660.82 (23.1%) doing as well as it has in the past; at the
Contr. (Non-Cash)
$335.19 (11.7%) time this income statement was comDues
$1,125.00 (39.3%) piled, there was $1,555.33 in the FLA
bank account and $97.49 in our PayPal
Misc. Income
$35.50
(1.2%)
account. This is the lowest these acSales
$183.50 (6.4%)
Total Income
$2,863.01 (100.0%) counts have been since I have been elected treasurer. I feel that this is partly due
to the economy and partly because of
Expense
apathy.
Direct Costs
$240.00 (8.4%)
Like me, a lot of you probably have
Bank Charges
$68.00
(2.4%)
older
animals and have already benefited
Copies
$70.35
(2.5%)
from
the
educational aspects of FLA. But
Dues/Fees/Publ.
$49.95
(1.7%)
there
is
still
much to learn, and we must
Fees (Pay Pal)
$16.41
(0.6%)
shift
our
thoughts
to the people who are
FL Corp. Regis. Fee $61.25
(2.1%)
new
to
the
wolfdog
community—those
Miscellaneous
$88.79
(3.1%)
who
need
the
knowledge
we have all
Office Expenses
$338.78 (11.8%)
acquired
through
this
great
association.
Postal Expenses
$322.24 (11.3%)
However,
in
order
to
provide
this materiPresentation Speaker $300.00 (10.5%)
al
and
continue
hosting
our
rendezvous,
Printers
$540.15 (18.9%)
Printers (Calendars) $386.98 (13.5%) FLA needs your tax deductible contributions and your memberships. If each
Professional Fees
$50.00
(1.7%)
member would encourage just one perRendezvous Expenses $93.32
(3.3%)
Trophies & Ribbons $292.99 (10.2%) son to become a member, we could be
assured that FLA would remain the
Yahoo (Website) Fees $119.40 (4.2%)
“Great Association” it is.
Total Expense $3,038.61 (106.1%)
As we are about to enter the holiday
season, I will take this opportunity to say
Net Income
-$175.60 (-6.1%) Happy Holidays!

Income
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From the Desk of the Corresponding Secretary
By Pam Thompson
First of all, we regret that Sharon has resigned
her position with FLA. We were looking forward to
her input and help with the organization.
There have been a few rescues posted this
quarter, and I would like to thank the rescue groups
for their help with these animals.
During this past quarter, we have also received
a few informational requests via email asking for
help with identification, breeding, and exhibitions.
We would like to remind everyone that we have
informational packets we can provide via US mail.
The following are available upon request: (1)
considerations before acquiring a wolfdog; (2) canine
domestication and genetics; (3) wolfdog breeding/
breeder information; (4) containment and
enrichment information; (5) phenotyping wolfdogs,
dogs, and wolves. Although this information is
provided on our website (www.floridalupine.org),
these packets are free to anyone interested in
receiving them. If you or anyone you know is

LUPINE COLLARS
Lupine pet collars, leashes, and harnesses are high
quality and come in a variety of colors. Our leashes
are made with durable, quality metal components
and a padded handle. For a list of our retailers, go
to http://lupinepet.com/online-retailers/featured.

interested in receiving a wolfdog informational
packet, please contact us at info@floridalupine.org.
FLA would like to create an FAQ page for our
website. If you would like to contribute to this page,
or have any ideas for other ways to improve FLA,
please send your ideas or information to us at
info@floridalupine.org. We would love to hear from
you.
As you can see from Andrea’s latest financial
report, FLA needs an influx of funds and members.
We would like your help to bring in more new
members, so please help spread the word about FLA
to other wolfdog owners, encouraging them to join
the organization. The more people who take an
active interest in the organization, the better we can
help wolfdog owners in Florida and across the
nation. Also, the more likelihood we will have for
bigger and better rendezvous, with like-minded
people attending from across the nation. We can
succeed if we all work together.

Quality FLA T-Shirts!
Unisex 100% Cotton; Ladies 50/50% Cotton/Spandex
Price: $15 (+ $3 Shipping)
Adult Sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
Colors: Beige, Blue, Green, Peach, Gray, White, etc.

Lupine items are also 100% guaranteed!

It seems crazy but we’re
not kidding! Whether Spot thinks his collar is more fun to chew than his bone,
Fido prefers to walk himself, or Fluffy seems to like the ‘feather boa’ look,
we’re gonna replace it. No return shipping, no receipt, no questions asked! It’s
that simple! And the best part? Your replacement goes back in the mail the
next business day after the damaged item is received. How, you ask? Simply
mail the item to us:
Lupine Returns
PO Box 1600
Conway, NH 03818
Include your name, mail address & email or phone number. Voila! A replacement appears in your mailbox before you know it! Still have questions? Call
800-228-9653 or email lupine.returns@lupinepet.com and we’ll be happy to
help!

Soon, we will be able to sell the T-shirts online; but for
now, contact FLA via email to place
your order. E-mail

T-Shirts!
FRON
T
BACK

us at
info@floridalupine.org.

OF T-S
HIR

T
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Welcome to NeighborHound Watch

Press Release: PRLog (Press Release Distribution)
By DogHeirs
PRLog Press Release — Oct 03, 2011 — Vancouver, BC
Dog guardians can now alert their local communities if a dog has run away or been stolen, and warn of
dangers to pets by using NeighborHound Watch, a free
community-based broadcasting alert system provided
by DogHeirs.com. With NeighborHound Watch (http://
www.dogheirs.com/watch) pet owners can inform each
other of potential dangers such as predatory wildlife
sightings, animal abuse activities, pet food recalls, and
infectious disease outbreaks that may pose health and
safety risks to their pets.
“NeighborHound Watch encourages good citizenship on behalf of our pets. Similar to how Block Watch
programs engage people to keep neighborhoods safe,
our program’s purpose is to help people keep their pets
safe in their local communities,”
says Tara Gregg, co-founder and
Marketing Director of DogHeirs.
“By sharing information on NeighborHound Watch, people can be
more vigilant of risks, not only for
their own pet’s care, but also for
the well-being of their neighbors’
pets and the pet community-atlarge.”
People can view alerts and lost
dog reports on DogHeirs.com
(http://www.dogheirs.com) localized
to their area by their IP address,
which is detected on their computer or mobile device when they log
in to the website. Using geolocation tools, DogHeirs enables
people to post NeighborHound
alerts and specify the region affected (by country, province/state, city or street address). Members do not have
to live in an area to post up alerts. The tools can also be
utilized by veterinarians and rescue services whom are
often the first people contacted regarding lost dogs and
animals affected by infections or criminal activities.
“More than 98% of dog owners consider their pets
to be family members. So we have a vested interest in
keeping our dogs safe from harm,” explains Tara
Gregg. “For example, this past summer there were several fresh water lakes throughout North America that
had toxic blue-green algae blooms that can be deadly to
dogs that come in contact with it. Dog guardians need
to be aware of these situations. That’s where NeighborHound Watch comes in, to help educate and alert
people so they can take precautions to protect their
dogs and avoid potential problems.”

Additionally, dog owners can create reports of lost
dogs, which are then added to NeighborHound Watch
and displayed to members and visitors within a 50 km
radius of where the dog went missing. Dog owners can
also generate lost dog posters that include a dog’s personalized QR code (called BarQR), that links to key
details about the missing dog.
“By scanning the DogHeirs BarQR code, people
that want to help with the search for a missing dog can
instantly access all of the key information needed to
positively identify the lost pet. Information can be updated online without having to reprint any of the posters or bulletins that may already have been distributed” says Gregg. “Details on the dog such as photos, behavioral issues, registration numbers, any medical
needs, contact information, possible sightings and recently searched areas, can all be
easily updated online and communicated to people in order to help
with reuniting the lost pet with
his/her owners.” DogHeirs also provides BarQRs for pet ID tags.
About DogHeirs
DogHeirs.com is a communitydriven social network for dog people passionate about improving
canine health and safety, and helping dogs in need. The website offers
a wide range of health-oriented
articles, social media and community-based tools for pet guardians
to connect with fellow dog lovers
and share their knowledge and experiences. Members can create profiles for their dogs to
keep track of each dog's medical and nutritional needs
and important care information. Also included is
NeighborHound Watch, an online community board for
posting and receiving safety alerts for pets in local
neighborhoods. DogHeirs produces BarQR products
that utilize QR code technology for quick pet identification if a pet gets lost, and instantly accessible health
care information for caregivers when needed. DogHeirs
BarQRs are included on personalized pet ID tags, labels and lost dog posters which link directly to a dog’s
vital information on DogHeirs’ website. For more information, visit the website: http://www.dogheirs.com.
If you would like more information on DogHeirs
please contact Tara Gregg at (604) 294-4284 or email
tara@dogheirs.com.
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Removing the Smell of Skunk from Your Pet
By Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff
Q. My pet got sprayed by a skunk. How can I
get that smell out?
General Information
The contents of the anal glands of the skunk
are sprayed onto the pet. The scent of a skunk can
not only be powerfully malodorous, but also very
irritating to the eyes and mucus membranes. The
secretions contain multiple chemicals. One group, the
thiols, are responsible for most of the strong scent.
Others are acetate derivatives of these thiols. They are
responsible for the smell, that tends to
linger and become worse if the pet
becomes wet.

Wet your pet down and work the mixture through
the pet's hair. Leave it on for three to four minutes and
rinse. This will generally need to be repeated several
times. Be sure to throw away any excess mixture. Do
NOT get the mixture in the eyes; as a precaution, place
protective ophthalmic ointment in the eyes.
Note that the above mixture may bleach the hair
color temporarily until the animal sheds and new hair
grows in. Common antidotes like tomato juice, vinegar,
or regular shampoos will not be as effective.
Contact your veterinarian, if the eyes are severely
affected, or the pet continues to vomit or retch.
Veterinary Care
●

Toxic Dose
Not applicable

Signs

●

Of course, the most obvious sign is
the smell. The pet may roll on the
ground attempting to rid himself of the
smell. The eyes may water, and the pet
may be nauseated and retch.

●
●

General treatment: Bathing with
a special formula will continue,
and the eyes will be flushed with
water or sterile saline.
Supportive treatment: Medications may be administered to help
with the nausea, if present.
Specific treatment: None
Prognosis: Good

Immediate Action
Either use a treatment specifically formulated for
use on skunk odors like Skunk Kleen or Skunk-Off, or
use the following formula:
●
●
●

1 quart 3% hydrogen peroxide
1/4 cup baking soda (sodium bicarbonate)
1 teaspoon liquid soap

This recipe can be doubled for bigger breeds.

Copyright © 2011 Drs. Foster and Smith, Inc. Reprinted as a
courtesy and with permission. Article is located at www. drsfostersmith.com/pic/article.cfm?d=155&articleid=2921.
Online store: http://www.DrsFosterSmith. com.
Free pet supply catalog: 1-800-323-4208

De-Skunking Tips at a Glance:
1. Combine the following ingredients in an open container:
1 quart hydrogen peroxide
1/4 cup baking soda
1 (or 2) teaspoons of liquid soap
2. Add warm (not hot) water if bathing a large dog.
3. Mix the ingredients, but do not be alarmed at the fizzing, which simply
indicates that a chemical reaction is occurring.
4. Apply to your pet and let soak for 3-5 minutes.
5. Do not store the solution; use it immediately and throw away any excess.
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Veterinarian Offers Tips for Giving Best Care to Aging Pets
Press Release: Kansas State University
By Jennifer Torline
rent on vaccines and
heartworm prevenAs pets get older, there are many ways pet owners can ease tion.
“Such actions
the aging process for their cat or dog, according to a Kansas
obviously can't preState University veterinarian.
The average ages vary for cats and dogs to be considered a vent all diseases, but
senior pet, said Susan Nelson, K-State assistant professor of when caught early,
clinical services. According to an age analogy chart by Fortney many diseases can
and Goldston, cats are considered senior from the ages of 8 to 11 be managed and exyears old—the equivalent of 48 to 60 human years. When cats tended good quality
reach age 12—equal to 64 human years—they are considered of life can be
achieved,” Nelson
geriatric.
The aging process for dogs varies according to weight. said.
“It is important
Dogs between 0 and 20 pounds are considered senior at 8 years
old (or 50 years old in human years) and geriatric at 11 years old to take pets in for a
(62 in human years). Dogs that weigh more than 120 pounds are semiannual health
senior at age 4 (49 human years) and geriatric at 6 years old exam and lab tests
(equal to 69 human years). Dogs whose weights lie between the for early detection of problems,” Nelson said. “Diseases such as
systemic hypertension and Diabetes Mellitus are just a few that
two ends of the chart are adjusted accordingly.
can occur at a relatively young age and
“Aging pets are a lot like aging peooften take owners by surprise. Urinary or
ple with respect to diseases and senility
Aging pets are a lot like aging
fecal incontinence are other issues that may
issues,” Nelson said, citing diabetes,
occur as your pet matures.”
chronic kidney disease, cancer, osteoarpeople with respect to diseases and
As pets age, their behavior can also
thritis, periodontal disease and heart dissenility issues…. Routine exams
change, Nelson said. They may have
ease as some of the conditions that can
and tests can help detect some of
changes in appetite or activity, tend to
afflict aging pets.
these problems earlier and make
sleep more, become easily disoriented or
“Like people, routine exams and
treatment more successful.
interact less with the family.
tests can help detect some of these probPet owners may not expect some of
lems earlier and make treatment more
their pets' behavioral changes, such as sesuccessful,” Nelson said. “It’s also important to work closely with your veterinarian, as many pets are nility, phobias of thunderstorms or separation anxiety. Because
on more than one type of medication as they age, just like hu- senior pets can develop anxieties—such as fear of loud noises,
crowds and children—pet owners should try to avoid those situamans.”
Owners can prevent disease or increase longevity by help- tions when possible and talk to their veterinarians about behavior
ing their pets exercise, maintain a healthy weight and stay cur- modification and the possibility of behavior modifying medications if indicated.
To ease the aging process, avoid having pets run and jump
because such activities are stressful on their joints. Walking or
swimming are better alternatives for pets with osteoarthritis.
Many joint supplements, pain medications and joint health diets
are available to help osteoarthritis.
Owners also can provide a warm, quiet, soft place to sleep,
soften food if painful teeth are a problem and change a pet's diet
for specific diseases when prescribed by their veterinarian, Nelson said. Owners also can do simple helpful tasks, such as flipping yard lights on at night if a pet is having vision problems or
moving a litter box for easier access if stairs are a problem.
Nelson said owners should visit with their veterinarian when
they have any questions or concerns about their aging pets so
they can learn the best ways to care for them. With some extra
preventative care and awareness of their pets' needs, owners can
provide a healthy and comfortable life for their aging friends.
“Lastly, give your senior pets lots of TLC—tender, loving
care,” Nelson said.
MANHATTAN — 19 October 2010
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Maui turned out to be very shy with most people. He will
for captive situations. Once again, remember this does not frantically greet those who raised him and Wolf Park volunmean that these animals are domestic. They may be a little teers who are comfortable about meeting a new wolf, but he
less intense than other lines of wolves, and they may be easi- has never allowed himself to be touched by anyone else.
Annicha is very low key with peoer to socialize than other wolves, but we have
ple, really no human testing at all. She
met many and would not consider them
Although it may not be a
makes Maui’s life miserable, though,
“safe” or “dog-like” by any means.
conscious
decision, wolves
with her constant harassment of him.
As a contrast, here is an example of the
bred at these facilities are
There seems not to be much convariability of wolf personality types. Several
selectively
bred
for
captive
sistency
to the adult personalities of these
year ago at Wolf Park, we raised four pups for
wolves
compared
to their ancestry. The
Grassmere Wildlife Park in Nashville, TN. We
situations. Once again,
only
time
their
ancestry
becomes evident
got two grey pups, a male (Beorn) and a feremember this does not mean
is during a stressful event. For example, a
male (Annicha), which were not from the
that these animals are
couple years ago their pen was expanded.
same litter. These came from what is now the
domestic.
They may be a
Heavy equipment was digging trenches
Wildlife Science Center (WSC) at Carlos Avery
little less intense than other
and workers were putting up new fencing,
Game Farm in Minnesota. This facility does
biomedical and physiological research and is lines of wolves, and they may right outside the wolves’ pen. The two
from WSC had to be kept mildly sedated
home to some wolves that were wild caught
be easier to socialize than
to prevent them from overheating, as they
but were not able to be released. Also housed
other wolves, but we have met
were trying to get away from workers and
there are wolves that are several generations
many and would not
their machines. The shy Maui just laid a
removed from the wild. Annicha’s mother
consider
them
“safe”
or
“dogfew feet away from the noisy equipment
was one of the wild-caught wolves. Neither
and watched while Bristol was standing up
like”
by
any
means.
Annicha nor Beorn was far removed from
on the fence “seeing what he could do to
wild stock. The other two pups were black
help!”
males (again, not littermates) from Bear
The
properly
socialized
animals I have met that were deCountry (BC). Their names were Bristol and Maui.
scended
from
Gabe
Davidson’s
line have been friendly and outThe pups from WSC (Annicha and Beorn) were older
going
for
the
most
part.
Some
are
quite rowdy, actually, and althan the Bear Country pups (Bristol and Maui), and we were
though
many
act
as
though
they
have
never met a stranger, they
afraid the WSC pups would be too rough on the BC pups. The
will still test people quite thoroughly to see what they can get
opposite was true. The BC pups were less easily startled by
away with. However, we met one that was a rescue. He had spent
outside stimuli than the WSC pups and did not react as
the first nine months of his life in a 2-foot-tall by 4-foot-wide
strongly. When introduced, the cautious WSC pups ran and
wire cage at the fur farm. (This is how the wolves there are raised
actually hid from the less-reactive BC pups. The smaller BC
until they are killed for their pelts.) He is about five years old
pups quickly took over as the more dominant puppies. This
now. Although when younger he was OK with the person who
would make sense as the breeding wolves at Bear Country
rescued him, he will try to attack this person now and has also
would likely be animals less stressed by the environment. rushed visitors. Keep in mind that a non-handraised, unsocialized
These puppies were all raised by the same group of human wolf would usually flee from people at any chance it could get.
puppy parents at Wolf Park and were handled the same way. Gabe Davidson has been around for quite some time, perhaps
As the pups matured, Beorn stood out as a raforty years or more. It is my guess that the
ther obnoxious little guy. Of the four, he took
wolves he has now were descended from
the most work to “teach manners.”
some of the more handleable of the early
At Wolf Park, we
We have kept in contact with these four
ones.
estimate it would take
wolves. We visit one of them four times a year.
Overall, the wolves we have met that
two working human
Bristol became the alpha male, Beorn the beta,
came from or were descended from Bear
and Maui the third-ranking male. Annicha is
lifetimes, or about 80
Country or Gabe Davidson’s Fur Farm do
alpha female by default. The personalities of
years of VERY
show slight variances from other wolves we
these four differ greatly.
have worked with, but the word slight must
CAREFUL SELECTIVE
With people, Bristol is rowdy but will roll
be emphasized. The BC wolves tend to be
breeding, to create a line
over for a belly rub. He will stay on his back
more laid back and less reactive compared to
of wolves that would
longer than any wolf I know. As the alpha male,
any of the “weirdness” that captivity may
approach domestication.
he does test people for dominance, somewhat,
inflict on a captive wolf. The Gabe Davidson
but he is easy to tempt into submission for a
animals simply seemed easier to socialize
belly rub.
and had the tendency to be more outgoing.
Beorn is still quite obnoxious with people. In the past, he
At Wolf Park, we estimate it would take two working human
was very rough and hard-mouthed, and any effort to sup- lifetimes, or about 80 years of VERY CAREFUL SELECTIVE
press him resulted in an explosion of fussing and twittering breeding, to create a line of wolves that would approach domestiand hard-mouthing all at once. Bristol’s dominating him cation. A study was done with foxes in which the animals were
(Continued on page 9)
helps squelch some of this, but Beorn is still known as “BeOrnery.”
(Continued from page 1)
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Since we all know how difficult it can be to live with a more
bred for traits associated with domestication. The resulting ani- wolf-like animal, we can all understand that many people give
mals began to show less “fox-like” appearance, such as floppy up their animals, especially the more difficult ones. Many of
ears. This occurred over many generations while selecting for these animals are euthanized. It stands to reason that the more
behavioral traits rather than physical characteristics. If this dog-like a hybrid is, the better its chances are at survival as a pet,
would hold true for wolves, that wolf-like appearance that so as well as into adulthood to reproduce. We also know that femany breeders seem to want, and often back-cross to pure male dogs, such as malamutes, usually have larger litters than
wolves to maintain, might also be lost. Actually, we already female wolves, and dogs can have two litters a year, whereas
have domestic wolves. We call them dogs.
wolves have only one. Also, male dogs are
Kidding aside, to get a really good overfertile year-round, whereas male wolves are
We already have domestic
view of wolves, try to meet as many as possionly fertile from late November—at the earwolves. We call them dogs.
ble. If you only meet one or two animals or
liest—to early April—at the latest. Hybrids
lines, you won’t get to see the great variance
fall somewhere in the middle. The more dog
in appearance and behavior. The same is true
-like hybrids tend to have a greater number
of wolf hybrids. Look also at lots of examples
of puppies in one litter, and, like dogs, can
of the dog breeds that go into creating hyhave two litters a year. The result of this is
brids. When I first became interested in hythat there are a great many more dog-like
brids, I began to look at all of the dogs to
hybrids produced and available than there
which we were exposed. (I worked at a pet
are wolf-like ones. The dog-like hybrid is
store that sold pure and mixed-breed puppies,
more adapted to living in human society.
did dog training, attended dog shows, and so
Both subconscious selective breeding and
on.)
the natural tendency of animals that are natContrary to what “hybrid experts” will
urally better “fit” to survive in their environtell you, all of the dogs I looked at (several thousand over the ment contribute to create animals that make better “pets” and
years) had pre-caudal or “scent” glands on their tails. In wolves accordingly be overall more dog-like.
as well as some dogs and hybrids, these glands are functional.
One other important concept to remember when breeding
The dogs also all have some webbing between the toes. Wolves wolves, hybrids, or any animal, is that the offspring get all of
and most dogs have the same number of teeth, which is 42. their genes from the mother and father. I have found it very inSome short-muzzled dogs have less. Wolves don’t have pink teresting in working with all of the animals at and from Wolf
noses (in spite of the fact that several books and calendars have Park and seeing all the similarities (and differences) related to
published photos of a pink-nosed hybrid that they call a wolf). wolves. I do not condone breeding, but if it must be done, select
Arctic wolves and other white wolves have black whiskers. I ONLY THE VERY BEST OF PARENTS!! You will not get
have seen wolf eye color vary from a fairly dark brown to light nice puppies from parents with less than favorable temperaor pale gold to green with almost a hint of blue, but never the ments. Too often we see people breeding a wolf or a wolf hyblue seen in Siberian Huskies. Another common misconception brid, or even a dog, based mostly on the animals’ looks and conis that all grey-phase wolves have black tail tips. While they typ- formation. They breed an aggressive or shy animal and don’t
ically do when they are young, many fade and get a varying think twice about what temperament the pups may have. As for
number of white hairs as the animal ages. Some wolves even anyone purchasing a puppy, get to know the parents, and if poshave a number of white guard hairs in their tail tips when young, sible older littermates, and if you don’t like the way they behave,
however this is not the distinctive white tip a husky may have.
or if you don’t like the way the breeder must keep them, then
One other phenomenon that has been widely discussed by look somewhere else. If the animal has to be kept in an outdoor,
many hybrid owners is that, the more generations an animal is escape-proof pen, or is aggressive, or thinks children are
from a pure wolf, the less wolf-like it tends to be. It does not “munchies,” you have to remember that, even though learning
seem to matter what the percentage of wolf it is. For example, plays an important role in creating these “problems,” some anithe F5 half-wolf (50%) is generally expected to be much more mals are much more genetically pre-disposed to acquire or exdog-like than the F1 or F2 half-wolf. This has become widely hibit bad and even dangerous behavioral traits.
accepted, but no mechanism
has been described to explain it. In the few research
papers published on canine
This article is copyright © Wolf
hybridization, and in our
Park of Battle Ground, IN, and has
personal experience, in each
been reprinted with permission.
litter of hybrids there will
For more information on Wolf Park,
be some animals that are
visit them at www.wolfpark.org.
more wolf-like and some
Note: Erich Klinghammer, founder
that are more dog-like, even
of the North American Wildlife
if it is only a slight differPark, which is now known as Wolf
ence. This includes F1
Park, died Thursday, October 6,
crosses with pure wolf and
2011, at the age of 81.
pure dog.
(Continued from page 8)
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Are Wolves Saving Yellowstone’s Aspen Trees from Elk?
Press Release: U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey
(in partnership with the Ecological Society of America)
LARAMIE, WY — Previous research has claimed that the reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone National Park in 1995 is
helping restore quaking aspen in risky areas where wolves
prowl. But apparently elk hungry for winter food had a different idea.
They didn’t know they were supposed to be responding
to a “landscape of fear.”
According to a study set to be published this week in
Ecology, a journal of the Ecological Society of America, the
fear of wolf predation may not be discouraging elk from eating aspen trees after all.
Previous thinking went like this: Aspen are not regenerating well in Yellowstone National Park. Elk eat young aspen.
But wolves eat elk. Elk will learn to avoid high-risk areas that
wolves frequent. Plants in those areas—such as aspen—will
then get a chance to grow big enough so that elk cannot kill
them. Eventually, an entire habitat is restored because of a
landscape of fear.
Over the last 15 years, the reintroduction of wolves in
Yellowstone was heralded as a great success, not only because it reestablished the species, but also because wolves
were expected to help restore a healthier ecosystem through
such cascading indirect effects on other species.
But this recent study led by Matthew Kauffman, a U.S.
Geological Survey scientist, suggests that aspen are not benefitting from the landscape of fear created by wolves, and that
claims of an ecosystem-wide recovery of aspen are premature.
“This study not only confirms that elk are responsible for
the decline of aspen in Yellowstone beginning in the 1890s,
but also that none of the aspen groves studied after wolf restoration appear to be regenerating, even in areas risky to
elk,” said Kauffman.
Because the fear of wolves does not appear to be benefiting aspen, the authors conclude that if the Northern Range
elk population does not continue to decline—their numbers
are 40 percent of what they were before wolves—many of
Yellowstone’s aspen stands are unlikely to recover. “A land-

scape-level aspen recovery is likely only to occur if wolves, in
combination with other predators and climate factors, further reduce the elk population,” Kauffman said.
Predators play an important role in ecosystems, said
Kauffman, and can influence plants by altering how many
herbivores there are (by eating the herbivores) or by changing the behavior of herbivores (deterring them from areas
where predators lurk). He adds, however, that considerable
scientific debate exists regarding the importance of these two
ways in which predators influence their prey. And this is especially true for large carnivores.
To complicate matters, predators use different hunting
strategies—there is the sit-and-wait strategy (as with a spider in a web, or a rattlesnake waiting for a mouse to leave its
burrow), and the more active, go get ’em strategy (think
cheetahs and wolves). “So, given that it takes a lot of energy
to avoid a predator—energy that could be used to stave off
winter starvation—we wanted to find out whether the prey
of active-hunting predators such as wolves demonstrated
risk-induced changes in areas where they foraged for food,”
Kauffman said.
To do this, the authors analyzed tree rings to discern
when, in the last century, aspen stands stopped regenerating,
examined whether aspen stands have begun to regenerate
now that wolves have been reintroduced to the park, and
tested whether any differences in aspen regeneration were
occurring in areas considered safe or risky for foraging elk.
They used a landscape-wide risk map of elk killed by wolves
over the first 10 years of wolf recovery. Finally, the authors
experimentally fenced in young aspen suckers to compare
the protection afforded to them by wolves versus that of a
physical barrier that prevented elk browsing.
“The results were surprising and have led us to refute
several previous claims regarding interactions among
wolves, elk, and aspen in Yellowstone,” Kauffman said.
The tree rings showed that the period when aspen failed
to regenerate (1892 to 1956) lasted more than 60 years,
spanning periods with and without wolves by several dec-
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ades. “We concluded from this that
the failure of aspen to regenerate was
caused by an increase in the number
of elk following the disappearance of
wolves in the 1920s rather than by a
rapid behavioral shift to more browsing on aspen once wolves were gone
from the park,” said Kauffman.
Surveys of current conditions
indicated that aspen in study stands
exposed to elk browsing were not
growing to heights necessary to make
them invulnerable to elk. The only
places where suckers survived to
reach a height sufficient to avoid
browsing were in the fenced-in areas.
In addition, aspen stands identified as
risky from the predation risk map
were browsed just as often as aspen
growing in less risky areas.
“This work is consistent with
much of what researchers have
learned from studying wolves and elk
in Yellowstone,” Kauffman said. “Elk
certainly respond behaviorally to the
predation risk posed by wolves, but
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those small alterations to feeding and
moving across the landscape don’t
seem to add up to long-term benefits
for aspen growing in areas risky to
elk.”
The paper, “Are wolves saving
Yellowstone’s aspen? A landscapelevel test of a behaviorally mediated
trophic cascade,” will be published
online in Ecology this week. Coauthors on the study are Matthew
Kauffman (USGS), Jedediah Brodie
(University of Montana), and Erik
Jules (Humboldt State University).
The Ecological Society of America
is the world’s largest professional
organization of ecologists, representing 10,000 scientists in the United
States and around the globe. Since its
founding in 1915, ESA has promoted
the responsible application of ecological principles to the solution of environmental problems through ESA
reports, journals, research, and expert testimony to Congress. Visit the
ESA website.

Top 10 Most Dog-Friendly Cities of 2011
Press Release: PRLog (Press Release Distribution)
By BellaDOG Magazine
Hoboken, NJ, tops the list for the Most Dog-Friendly City in the
US in 2011. Portland, OR, last year's winner, made the list for
the second year in a row with all new criteria. Nominees were
judged on walkability, dog parks, legislation, and more.
PRLog (Press Release) — October 2, 2011

BellaDOG Magazine used all criteria for the Top 10 Most
Dog Friendly Cities of 2011:


Walkability — If your city is walkable, you are more
likely to take your dog with you on errands, to restaurants,
shopping, and exercising. BellaDOG ranked each city's
WalkScore™ index.
Dog Parks — A city that cares will fund off-leash dog
areas and parks. This was calculated on a per capita basis
using City Government websites.
Dog Businesses — BellaDOG tallied Google results for
nearby dog businesses on a per capita basis as well.
Legislature — We researched state, county, and local
laws against puppy mills, dog fighting, and chaining/
tethering with the HSUS and Unchain Your Dog.


Hoboken, NJ, tops BellaDOG Magazine’s annual list of the
Most Dog-Friendly City in the US in 2011.
Baby strollers and dogs are plentiful in this city full of

young professionals and commuters. WalkScore™ rated Hoboken as the #1 walkable city in the country. The Humane Society

ranked New Jersey #1 for having the most harsh dog fighting
penalties. Hoboken squeezed four dog parks into the Mile Square
city and has many dog boutiques for spoiling your pooch. Nearly
every restaurant has outdoor seating.
View why these are the “Top 10 Most Dog Friendly Cities of
Hoboken just had its 7th Annual Hoboken Pet Parade & Fair 2011”; visit their website at http://www.belladogmagazine.com/
hosted by the Hoboken Dog Association, which organizes many top-10-most-dog-friendly-cities-2011.
other great events.
Not enough for you in Hoboken? Carry the small one in a
1. Hoboken, NJ
6. Boston, MA
pet bag or cage on the PATH Train to the West Village in New
2.
Lancaster,
PA
7. Orlando, FL
York (number #10 on the list) in only seven minutes!
3.
Cambridge,
MA
8. Scottsdale, AZ
Portland, OR, last year's winner, made the list for the second
4.
Portland,
OR
9. Madison, WI
year in a row with all new criteria.
5. Santa Monica, CA
10. New York, NY
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Nailing Down a Rumor: Tacks in Cheese
By John Woestendiek
As wonderful a tool as social media is for defending, locating, rehoming, advocating for, and generally protecting
man’s best friend, there are times when its power gets embarrassingly out of control.
The “nails in cheese” story is a case in point—one that
proves, yet again, that when stories go viral, not even a dose
of truth can slow them down.
“New trend at dog parks, nails in pieces of cheese, if you
take your dogs to dog parks, please be careful!!” Eric “Pack
Ethic” Bellows, one of many overspreading the news, reports
on his Facebook page.
It’s not a “new” trend, or even a trend at all—at least it
wasn’t before the photo started getting “shared” all over the
internet.
It apparently was one incident, three months ago, at a dog
park in South America.
True, it was a heinous act, and should be reported, but
calling it a trend, blowing it out of proportion, making it
sound like it’s happening next door, is irresponsible. And
scarier yet, once that starts happening, it’s often irreversible—almost out of control.
In addition to planting evil seeds in twisted minds, the
photo is unnecessarily alarming thousands of dog lovers,
who, always willing to speak out from the heart about mistreated dogs, sometimes don’t check the facts first.
Bellow’s Sunday Facebook post on spiked cheese—the
photo and a brief and vague description—had drawn nearly
2,500 comments by Monday, and been shared by nearly 3,900
people. By this morning (October 4), there were 9,000 comments and 12,000 shares.

Most of the comments, as you can imagine, address how
reprehensible the act was, and what should be done with the
perpetrator, once caught.
A few ask when and where it happened—information not
included in Bellow’s post.
Of course Bellows, who runs a rescue organization out of
his home, is not the only one inflating the story to mythical
proportions.
Through social networking sites like Tumblr and Facebook, the “nails in cheese story” is spreading like wildfire,
according to ThatsNonsense.com.
The website reports the single incident—a dog walker
found the spiked treats in Centennial Park, on the outskirts of
Buenos Aires—was reported locally and then picked up by
Perfil.com.
After research on the internet, we were unable to find any
other stories … thus making it unlikely that this is a “trend”—
rather an apparently isolated incident many months ago.
ThatsNonsense.com concludes:
“Whilst it is difficult to ascertain for definite whether this
has ever happened anywhere else before, we have to
acknowledge we live in a big world full of sick, twisted
people so the likelihood that some future events linked to
the message above happening again is certainly possible,
if not likely – however this appears to be nothing more
than a relatively isolated incident – there is no trend or
serial ‘cheese spiking’ occurring, and circulating this
message is most likely going to be a total waste of time
rather than helpful.”

This article is copyright © ohmidog! and is reprinted with permission. Please visit their website at www.ohmidog.com.
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UF Veterinarians Warn Pet Owners of Holiday Hazards
Press Release: University of Florida
By Sarah Carey
GAINESVILLE, FL — The holidays are around the corner, and
all through the house, lots of creatures are stirring—maybe
even your pet mouse.
But keeping Fido and Fluffy happy, healthy, and away
from holiday hazards can be a challenge amid the season’s
temptations, edible or otherwise, University of Florida veterinarians warn.
Each year, thousands of pets are treated for holidayrelated injuries or illnesses, ranging from severe digestive
troubles prompted by eating fatty foods or sweets to tangles
with tree-trimming tinsel and other decorations. Although no
national statistics are known to exist on the precise frequency of celebration-related pet health problems, UF veterinarians say it’s natural that those who eat, drink, and make merry
should take extra precautions to avoid pitfalls that can affect
household pets.
“The most common thing we see around this time of year
is pancreatitis, a sometimes-fatal inflammation of the pancreas that can result from eating high-fat foods like turkey skin,”
said Chris Adin, a veterinary surgeon at UF’s Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital and an assistant professor at the College of Veterinary Medicine. “Severe abdominal pain, vomiting, and diarrhea can result.”
Does this mean Rover can’t get the occasional turkey table scrap?
“Probably not a good idea,”
Adin said. “Gastro-intestinal
problems are always a risk
when animals eat things they
don’t normally have in their
diet.”
Save the turkey and ham
bones for soup: Bones can become stuck in a pet’s throat,
stomach or intestinal tract. Avoid giving animals eggnog,
champagne or other alcoholic beverages. And give your pets
real kisses, not chocolate ones, over the holidays. Chocolate
contains a caffeine-like chemical, theobromine, that can be
toxic to animals.
Certain plants, such as holly and mistletoe, also are poisonous. The sap and leaves of the poinsettia can irritate the
mouth, triggering severe stomach upset, while various lilies
can cause kidney failure in cats. Ribbons, wrapping paper, and tinsel also
attract playful pets, who may swallow
them. These objects can easily become
stuck in the gastrointestinal tract.
“As a surgeon, I see a lot of what
we call foreign body obstruction, when
cats eat tinsel or other strings, for example,” Adin said. “A linear foreign
body that saws back and forth on the
intestines potentially involves surgery
to remove it.”

Experts offer these pet-proofing tips:







Firmly anchor your holiday tree to withstand cats
that climb or dogs that jump or engage in powerful
tail-wagging.
Steer clear of using preservatives in a tree stand’s
water basin, including homespun additions like sugar or aspirin, all of which can cause nausea or vomiting.
Place sharp ornaments or fragile decorations out of
reach.
Make sure puppies and kittens don’t use electrical
cords and light strands as chew toys.
Never leave lighted candles unattended.

If you’re planning on going over the river and through
the woods—by air or by car—to grandmother’s house and
taking Rover along, it’s probably best to acclimate him to a
crate if he’s not accustomed to it. Any stress experienced by
pets during travel could be exacerbated if they have to be
confined to a crate, especially if they aren’t used to it, said
Kris Cooke, an assistant professor of small animal medicine
at UF.
“Some people will travel with their pets, and depending
on where they are going, the airlines will have certain restrictions,” she added. “It’s probably a good idea not to feed
animals that morning if they’re going to be flying.”
Checking with airlines ahead of time is the best way to
plan ahead to minimize stress on the animals, Cooke said.
And, finally, keep an eye on the door when greeting your
guests and make sure your pets are wearing identification.
An open door can be an open invitation for a quick escape.
And consider placing pets in a quiet, secluded part of the
house when festivities are in full swing.
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Surf Dog Ricochet Rides the Wave to Her
$100,000th Dollar Donation!
Press Release

SAN DIEGO, CA — 26 July 2011

More than 150 human/animal causes benefit as she achieves this major fundraising milestone!
Surf Dog Ricochet, the SURFice dog who lives a
lifestyle of helping others by pawing it forward
while raising funds and awareness for human/
animal causes, just reached a new milestone...
raising her $100,000th dollar for charity!
Ricochet has been raising
awareness and funds for human/animal causes since she
surfed with her first beneficiary, quadriplegic surfer
Patrick Ivison, on August
20, 2009. Twenty one
months later, on July 25,
2011, she raised her
$100,000th dollar for the
New Jersey SPCA, in honor
of Patrick.
During these 21 months,
she held over 40 fundraisers
and raised funds/awareness
for more than 150 human/
animal causes, including disabilities, adaptive
surfing, illness/disease, childhood cancer, breast
cancer, autism, military veterans and their dogs,
K9 cancer, disabled pets, shelters, rescues, animal
welfare organizations, and more.
Most of her fundraising has been done through
social media such as Twitter, her popular Facebook
Page with more than 40,000 amazingly supportive
fans, and her inspirational From Service Dog to
SURFice Dog video that went viral on YouTube,
which also reached a new milestone today of more
than 3.5 million views.
She's the only known dog in the world that
surfs with special needs kids and people with disabilities for therapeutic purposes. She counterbalances the board to keep disabled surfers from
falling off, or encourages children to get on board
to experience the healing power of the ocean! She
also surfs in surf dog contests, and recently came

in 2nd place in the Purina Incredible Dog Challenge, which was the event two years ago that redirected her service dog course to one of SURFice.
She looks forward to raising even more awareness and funds, and has several fundraisers currently going on, including one for K9 cancer, her
cause’s fund, and the Helen Woodward Surf Dog
Surf-A-Thon. She was the top fundraiser at the
Surf-A-Thon last year and, in fact, was the highest
fundraising dog from all previous years.
She set a goal of raising more than her personal
best this year! (To donate to
this fundraiser, or any of her
other s ,
go
to
h ttp : //
www.surfdogricochet.com .)
Reaching this major milestone demonstrates how
much Ricochet’s worldwide
community supports her efforts. She sincerely thanks
her individual donors, Facebook & Twitter supporters,
corporate donors, and sponsors.
Next up for Ricochet is a
two-year anniversary surf
session on August 20th with
quadriplegic surfer, Patrick Ivison. She will be
surfing with the Association of Amputee Surfers,
attending the VA Sports Clinic, competing in the
Surf City Surf Dog competition, for which she is a
charity partner, and working with special needs
kids at the Best Day Foundation event.
She is also involved in several other initiatives,
including an anti-bullying campaign, shelter dog
project, and public service announcements to give a
voice to animals, and help create awareness and
educate people about responsible pet stewardship.

To learn more about Ricochet, please visit her Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/SurfDogRicochet, where you
can watch her learn how to surf and find out more about
and contribute to her various charities. Or you can visit
her at www.surfdogricochet.com.
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Dog Biscuits with Pumpkin
(for digestive problems, soft stools, and diarrhea)
Ingredients


2 ½ - 3 cups flour



½ cup powdered milk



1 egg (beat well prior to adding into the biscuit mixture)



½ cup water (or less, if you desire more pumpkin)



½ tsp. brown sugar and garlic salt (if desired/tolerated)



1/4 cup of gravy or low-sodium beef or chicken broth (more, if you desire less pumpkin)



Pumpkin (to reach desired consistency) — canned pumpkin is fine

Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pre-heat oven to 350° F
Mix the flour, powdered milk, beaten egg, and water thoroughly
Add in brown sugar and garlic salt, if desired
Add in the gravy or broth, mixing well

Slowly add in the pumpkin until you reach the desired consistency
Roll out the mixture on a floured board so that it
is approximately ½” thick
7. Cut out the cookies into your desired shape
8. Place cookies on a non-stick baking pan
9. Insert cookies into the 350° pre-heated oven and
bake for 25-30 minutes (approximately)
10. Remove cookies from the oven and allow to cool
(cookies should be hard)
11. Serve
12. Store remaining cookies in an airtight container
NOTE: This recipe should not cause diarrhea. In fact,
pumpkin helps in a dog’s healthy digestion, so it should
help dogs with soft stools or diarrhea.
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FLORIDA LUPINE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 142, Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
New Membership ______

Renew Membership ______

Date ___________________

Individual* (FL Residents) _____ $25

Individual Affiliate (out of state) _____ $15

Family* (FL Residents)

_____ $35

Family Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $20

Junior Membership

_____ $10

Business Affiliate (out of state)

_____ $40

Business Membership

_____ $50

Donation Only (no membership) $________

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________

Email:_____________________________________

*These are the only voting categories.
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